
Perfect finish
Classidur Goldenclassic, with its excellent smoothness and 
completely matt finish totally eliminates the need for retouching 
and assures a high-quality perfect finish every time.

zero tension
Classidur Goldenclassic with its complete lack of tension, 
removes all risk of flaking and peeling during renovation, 
simplifying the preparation with complete dependability.

“wet on wet” application
After the 1st coat turns matt (after ± 1 hour, depending on 
the condition of the substrate) the 2nd coat can be applied. 
Unnecessary and expensive waiting times can be avoided.

stain covering
Classidur Goldenclassic blocks any stains, even soot, nicotine 
or watermarks, without the need for washing and scrubbing 
beforehand.

Performance and safety

Matt 
versatility
Polymerised resin-based paint at its best

without tension with tension

With its polymerized non-swelling binders Classidur Modern Plus 
withstands long-term  damp and humid environments. Use Classidur 
Tradition with its inherent film to protect against mould infestation 
where extreme conditions apply.

Shows resistance to humid environments

100% zero tension with total stain blocking

Classidur Modern Plus dries by rapid hardening, with zero tension. Its 
isoparaffinic solvent content has a neutral odour and exceptional stain
blocking properties. Classidur Modern Plus is not a barrier coat.

rapid hardening, can be washed and wallpapered

With its combination of binders and exceptionally fast drying and 
hardening process, Classidur Modern Plus produces a scratch-resistant 
film that can be wallpapered the day after application.

Does not yellow

Classidur Modern Plus is non yellowing, even in locations with little 
or no exposure to daylight.

tHe Great
ClassiC
of interior renovation

The solution for renovation work in difficult environments including
exteriors under protective covering’

The solution for even the most demanding renovation work’

The solution for a wall finish with outstanding stain blocking, 
matt properties and scratch resistance’

The non-yellowing solution for ceilings and walls. ’
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The great classic for 
interior renovation work

modern plus

the versatile

matt paint
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VERNIS CLAESSENS SA
A SWISS CompANy

AVENUE DU SILo 6   CH-1020 RENENS
Tél. +41 21 637 17 17   Fax +41 21 637 17 29

www.claessens.com

Programmed for success
For more detailed information, check the technical data sheets on www.claessens.com

properties of tHe dry filM
Totally matt

Stain-covering

No overlapping marks

Very white

Controlled yellowing

Excellent water vapour permeability

tHe Great ClassiC
of interior renovation

area of appliCatioN
Classidur Goldenclassic is particularly recommended for interior renova-
tion as well as high quality new work.

appliCatioN properties
Easy to apply

Low density

“wet on wet” application

Good coverage

No primer or undercoat needed

Excellent productivity

Allows a simplified preparation of the substrate

Matt 
versatility
Polymerised resin-based paint at its best

properties of tHe dry filM
matt finish without overlapping marks

Zero tension

Rapid hardening

Abrasion resistant

Non yellowing

area of appliCatioN
A top-quality interior matt paint particularly suitable for areas subjected to 
mechanical stress (walls..). Rapid drying and hardening. Can be covered with 
light-weight wallpaper when dry.

appliCatioN properties
User friendly application

odour free

Exceptional stain blocking properties

Rapid drying


